Characters D6 / KC-78 (Astromech Droid
Name: KC-78
Class: Astromech droid
Gender: Masculine programming
Plating color: Orange and white
DEXTERITY 1D
Dodge 3D+1
Electroshock Prod 3D+2
KNOWLEDGE 1D
Planetary Systems 3D
PERCEPTION 2D
Con 3D+2
Persuasion: 4D
Search 4D+1
Sneak 3D+1
STRENGTH 1D
Lifting 2D
MECHANICAL 2D
Astrogation 5D
Communications 4D+2
Sensors 4D+1
Starfighter Piloting 3D
TECHNICAL 2D
Computer programming/repair 4D+1
Droid programming/repair 3D+2
Repulsorlift Repair 3D+2
Security 4D+1
Starfighter Repair 4D
Space Transports Repair 3D+2
Equipped With:
â€¢ Three wheeled legs (one retractable)
â€¢ Retractable heavy grasper arm (+1D to lifting)
â€¢ Various Tools
â€¢ Extendable 3 meter long video sensor (360Â° rotation)
â€¢ Small electric arc welder (3D damage, O.3-meter range)
â€¢ Small circular saw (4D damage, O.3-meter range)
â€¢ Holoprojector/recorder (one-meter range)
â€¢ Fire extinguisher
â€¢ Small internal "cargo" area (10 cm by 4 cm)

â€¢ Acoustic signaller
â€¢ Broad-band antenna receiver (can monitor all broadcast and communication frequencies)
â€¢ Information storage/retrieval jack for computer link-up
â€¢ Microanalyzer, +1D to analysing samples
Force Points: 1
Character Points: 2
Move: 5
Description: KC-78 was an astromech droid with masculine programming that served Jedi Master Estala
Maru during the High Republic Era. The droid assisted Maru in his duties as the Jedi in charge of
operations aboard the Starlight Beacon space station in the time following the Great Hyperspace Disaster.
Biography
During the time of the High Republic Era, KC-78 served Jedi Master Estala Maru, the Jedi head of
operations aboard the Starlight Beacon, a space station co-managed by both the Jedi Order and the
Galactic Republic. Maru himself worked with Controller Rodor Keen, the Jedi Master's Republic
counterpart.[1] In the time following the Great Hyperspace Disaster and nine hours prior to the dedication
of the Starlight Beacon, KC-78 was present near Maru in the station's operations center. The droid stood
behind Jedi Master Avar Kriss, who spoke with Maru and was appointed shortly afterward as the new
marshal of Starlight by Grand Masters[2] Pra-Tre Veter[3] and Yoda.[2]
KC-78 was later present beside Maru and Keen in the station's medcenter, where victims of the Great
Disaster and its subsequent Emergences were being treated. Shortly after Maru and Keen were greeted
by Administrator Velko Jahen, the latter's new aide, KC-78 beeped with alarm, reminding the two that
they had other duties. Though Keen turned to depart, Maru insisted that he could monitor operations from
where he was in the medcenter. KC-78 nudged the Jedi, who begrudgingly followed Keen out.[1]
Later, after an assassination attempt against the Skembo Ambassador Ceeril in the medcenter, KC again
accompanied Maru when he, Marshal Kriss, Keen, Jahen, Master Nib Assek and Padawan Burryaga
Agaburry went to look at the scene of the crime. KC-78 played back the security recordings on his
holoprojector, showing that the would-be assassin had tampered with them to hide their identity. After
Ceeril accused two Hassarians also being treated in the medcenter of being the assassins, as his
species and theirs were long-time rivals, most of the Jedi and Keen went to investigate. However, Maru
stayed behind, and urged Jahen, who had been ordered to write up a report on the incident, to go to
evidence room three in the security tower to examine the remains of Ceeril's bodyguard droid for
evidence, as KC would be able to get her access.[1]
Examining the remains of the droid, Jahen discovered something odd about the remains of its head and
had KC scan it with his microanalyzer, leading her to realize who the assassin was. Further examination
of the bodyguard droid uncovered traces of detonite, as well as a hidden compartment inside its chest
containing Hassarian DNA. All this confirmed Jahen's suspicions that Ceeril had staged the
assassination attempt himself. KC accompanied Jahen back to the medcenter when she confronted the
duplicitous Ambassador, displaying a hologram of the bodyguard droid which highlighted the hidden

compartment as Jahen explained what she had discovered. Ceeril was subsequently taken to the
detention center on Marshal Kriss' orders.
Following the dedication, KC-78 accompanied Maru, the Jedi Knight Vernestra Rwoh and the Padawan
Imri Cantaros as they performed an autopsy, under Kriss' request, on a dead Hutt trader whose body
was found on a starship that had been attacked by Nihil marauders in the Kazlin system.
Characteristics
A squat astromech droid with masculine programming, KC-78 had white plating on his body and legs with
an orange coloration on a square pattern around the circumference of his flat-topped head, as well as
around its base. When attempting to get Maru to leave Starlight's medcenter and attend to his duties, the
droid gave him an unsubtle nudge. KC eagerly assisted Velko Jahen in uncovering the truth behind the
assassination attempt on Ambassador Ceeril, as well as in helping her expose the deception afterwards.
He had access to secure rooms onboard the Starlight Beacon.
KC-78 was equipped with a holoprojector which he could use to play back security recordings, and a
microanalyzer which was useful in gathering evidence.
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